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SCENARIO 1 : THE CURATOR 
 
Introduction :  
AMID ABDULAMAN is the curator of the natural history museum of the city of Aswan - Egypt. This 
greedy little man stole a very ancient map at the museum and he is ready to sell it to the highest 
bidder. An adventuring company (the defenders) is discreetly heading to the marketplace at the 
center of Aswan, in order to make the deal. But their most dreadful enemies (the attackers), who 
heard about the transaction and the precious map, are also on their way to the market, determined 
to get that map at any cost. 
 
Set up: 
Table of 3’x3’. 
The central zone of the table is the marketplace. It is about 1’x1’ and should be surrounded by 
buildings (houses, warehouse…) or any type of adapted terrains. This urban area should offer a lot of 
covers (crates, boxes…).  
Note that you would need 20 to 30 extra models for this scenario (plus your adventuring companies, 
of course): 12 to 20 civilians and 10 local authorities. They can totally be replaced by tokens if you 
don’t have so many at your disposal, but having a good 50 models on a 3’x3’ table gives the 
marketplace its real crowded atmosphere! 
 
Deployment: 
The curator is deployed at the center of the marketplace and does not move unless the alarm is given 
(see below: Alarm) or until he is escorted by a defender. 
The marketplace is crowded with people: deploy 12 to 20 models (or tokens) on the marketplace. 
They move randomly of 1D10-2’’ at the beginning of every turn, except if the alarm is given (if the 
result is 0 or negative, they just don’t move this turn). 
The defenders have planned a stealthy operation, the player only deploys 4 models at the beginning 
of the game (2 leaders maximum; no model with the Terrifying talent that would probably catch a 
little too much of attention…). They are deployed inside the marketplace but at least at 12’’ from the 
curator. 
 
The attacker chooses one side of the table and deploys all his models in two equal groups, entering 
on each corner of his side. 
 
Victory: 
Defenders: 
 Stay one full turn in base to base contact with the curator to make the deal, and then make 

the holder of the map exits the table by any side. 
 Get in base to base contact with the curator and escort him to any side of the map. The 

defender’s model has to stay in base to base contact for the whole escort (and can shoot or 
fight normally) but does not have to spend an entire turn to make the deal. They both walk 
6’’ or run 9’’ maximum per turn. 

 Take down all the attackers (if the alarm is given, the local police would then let the 
defenders go, assuming they are not a threat to the village anymore) 
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Attackers: 
The attackers only know a big deal is about to be made, they have no idea who the curator is nor that 
he is the contact. 
 Take down all the defenders (if the alarm is given, the local police would then let the 

attackers go, assuming they are not a threat to the village anymore) 
 Steal the map and make it exit the table by one of the entry corners the attackers were 

deployed on. Stealing the map can be achieved by taking it on the corpse (killed or Knocked 
Down) of the defender who is holding it, or on the curator’s corpse (killed or KD) assuming he 
is escorted by a defender. If the defender did not get in contact with the curator, there is no 
way for the attackers to know where the map is. 

 
Special rules:  
 The attackers and the defenders know each other very well and can open fire or fight at any 

time (no need to wait until the curator is approached by a defender) 
 The precious map can be transferred to a friendly model during the shooting phase – none of 

the models involved in the transfer can shoot. 
 The map can be picked up on a killed or KD model with no movement penalty. 
 The curator does not fight, even if attacked. 
 Killed models stay on the field (faced down); as civilians can give the alarm if they move close 

to them.  
 A natural 1 on a shooting test is rerolled if a civilian stands at less than 2’’ from the line of 

fire. If the second roll is 1, the civilian is hit and the alarm is given automatically. 
 
Alarm: 
If the situation becomes dangerous or frightening, the civilians will panic and alert the local 
authorities. 
 
The alarm is given if: 

- A civilian walks by or stands at less than 6’’ of a fight 
- A civilian stands at less than 10’’ of a firing weapon (the marketplace is very noisy, that’s why 

they have to be quite close to the shot) 
- A civilian stands at less than 6’’ of a model hit by a bullet 
- A civilian walks by or stands at less than 3’’ of a killed or Knocked Down model (the 

marketplace is full of vagrants, a lot of them are actually sleeping on the streets at this time 
of the day)  

- A civilian walks by or stands at less than 6’’ of the effect of a mystical power that he can 
actually see (use common sense to define if the effect of a power is visible or not). 

 
If the alarm is given, the rest of the defenders can be deployed at the beginning of next turn, on the 
opposite side of the attacker. 
 
When the alarm is given, the civilians would try to flee (including the curator). They randomly move 
1D10+2’’ avoiding obstacles. If they reach a side, simply take them out of the game (they’re safe!). 
Note that they are panicking, so their movement remains random even if they are close to a table 
side (yes, they can actually return to the center of the table…). 
If the curator exits the table on his own, consider a draw (see End of the Game below). 
 
Local authorities  
The local police force will immediately interfere if the alarm is given. Deploy 1D10 models per turn 
(to a maximum of 10 models) by below entry points (red arrows): 
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The local authorities know the civilians well so they immediately identity the attackers and the 
defenders. They will try and stop them by any means necessary (no prisoners!). 
 
Roll a dice for every model of the local authorities: 
Result is even: model is controlled by the attacker for this turn. 
Result is odd: model is controlled by the defender for this turn. 
If a local authority model is engaged is a fight, it will remain controlled by the opposite player until 
this fight is over. 
 
Stats: 
Local authorities: 
Pluck: 5+ 
FV: +1 
SV: +1 
Speed: +0 
Armour: 8 (lined coat) 
Weapons: Club (FV+1 / Pluck mod +0) and Pistol (SV+1 / range 9’’ / Pluck mod +0) 
 
Civilians (including curator) : 
Pluck: 8+ 
FV: 0 
SV: 0 
Speed: +0 
Armour: 7 
Note: civilians do not fight (even if engaged) and can be targeted. 
 
End of the Game: 
This scenario being the introduction of a small campaign, it is important to keep record of who 
(which model of which company) holds the precious map at the end of the game. It will have an 
impact on the following scenarios (but will it be positive or negative?...). 
If neither the attacker nor the defender holds the map at the end of the game, it is a draw. Play the 
scenario again considering the alarm is automatically given at the end of turn 1 (the faces and 
reputations of the adventuring companies are now unfortunately famous…). 

Attacker’s side 

Defender’s side 

Marketplace 

Deployment - 
attackers 

Deployment - 
attackers 

 

Entry point - 
local authorities 

 

Entry point - 
local authorities 
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